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Silicon (Si) is a member of Group 14 (IVA) in the periodic table of elements. Si 
is also part of the carbon family. This family elements include C, Ge, Sn, and Pb. 
Silicon is a metalloid, one of only a very few elements that have properties of both 
metals and non-metals. Si is the second most abundant element in the Earth’s crust, 
apart from oxygen.
2. Energy bands
Silicon is a semiconductor whose number of free electrons is less than conductor 
but more than that of an insulator. Two kinds of energy band which are conduction 
and valence. Series of energy levels having valence electrons forms valance band in 
solid. At 0°K, the energy levels of valence band are filled with electrons. This band 
contains maximum of energy when the electrons are in valence band. Conduction 
band is the higher energy level band, which is the minimum of energy. Conduction 
band is partially filled by the electrons, which are known as the free electrons 
as they can move anywhere in solid. These electrons are responsible for current 
flowing. There is a gap of energy. The difference between the conduction band and 
valence band is called energy gap. For semiconductors, the gap is neither large nor 
the bands get overlapped (Figure 1).
3. Basic material
Apart from the oxygen, silicon is most commonly occurring element on the 
Earth. Silica is the dioxide from silicon and occurs mostly as quartz. Its synthe-
sis has been familiar for many decades. It is extracted from (mainly) quartzite 
reduction with carbon in an arc furnace process [1]. The pulverized quartz and 
carbon are put in a graphite crucible. An arc causes them to melt at approximately 
1800°C. Then, the reduction process takes place according to the formula:
  SiO 2 + 2C ➔ Si +  2CO  (g)  (1)
The liquid collected at the bottom of crucible can then be drawn off. Its purity 
can be approximately 97.9%. This is called metallurgic grade silicon (MG-Si). 
However, for silicon to be used in the semiconductor industry, the impurities must 
be removed almost completely by further processes. For such a high purity grade, 
multistage processes must be implemented.
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4. Silicon thin film
Silicon thin-film cells are mainly deposited by chemical vapor deposition (typi-
cally plasma-enhanced, PE-CVD) from silane gas and hydrogen gas. Depending on 
the deposition parameters, these silicon thin films can be based on one or a combi-
nation of these materials [2–5]:
1. Amorphous silicon (a-Si or a-Si:H) or polymorphous silicon
2. Microcrystalline silicon
3. Polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si).
These silicon thin film materials can be characterized by their grain sizes ranging 
from none (amorphous) to large silicon (~100 μm) for polysilicon. The crystalline 
silicon thin films present dangling bonds, which result in deep defects (energy levels 
in band gap) as well as deformation of the conduction and valence bands. The solar 
cells made from thin films tend to have lower energy conversion efficiency than 
silicon bulk but are also less expensive to produce (Table 1).
5. Application
Silicon materials are used in components of electronic devices. It is also used to 
make solar cells [9–13] and parts for computer circuits [14]. Solar cell is a device 
Type of silicon Abbreviation Crystal size Deposition method
Single-crystal silicon Sc-Si >10 cm Czochralski, Float zone
Multicrystalline silicon Mc-Si 1 mm–10 cm Cast, sheet, ribbon
Polycrystalline silicon Poly-Si 1 μm–1 mm Chemical-vapor deposition (at high 
temperature ≥ 1000°C)
Microcrystalline silicon μc-Si 10 nm–1 μm Ex.: Plasma deposition (at low 
temperature < 600°C)Nanocrystalline silicon nc-Si 1–10 nm
Table 1. 
Grain size range depending on the type of the silicon [6–8].
Figure 1. 
E(k) for the conduction and valence bands of silicon.
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that converts sun light into electrical energy [15–23]. A rectifier is an electrical 
device that converts alternating current to direct current. The most important 
silicon alloys are those made with Fe, Al, and Cu. When silicon is produced, in fact, 
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